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If the LHC run 2 will not provide conclusive hints for new resonant Physics beyond the Standard
Model, dedicated and consistent search strategies at high momentum transfers will become the
focus of searches for anticipated deviations from the Standard Model expectation. We discuss the
phenomenological importance of QCD and electroweak corrections in bounding higher dimensional
operators when analysing energy-dependent differential distributions. In particular, we study the
impact of RGE-induced operator running and mixing effects on measurements performed in the
context of an Effective Field Theory extension of the SM. Furthermore we outline a general analysis
strategy which allows a RGE-improved formulation of constraints free of theoretical shortcomings
that can arise when differential distributions start to probe the new interaction scale. We compare
the numerical importance of such a programme against the standard analysis approach which is
widely pursued at present.
I. INTRODUCTION
After the Higgs discovery in 2012 [1, 2], the ATLAS
and CMS collaborations have started to investigate the
new particle’s properties in further detail [3]. For run 1,
the Higgs boson’s couplings have been constrained pri-
marily using ratios
κ = (gSM +∆gBSM) /gSM (1)
see Ref. [4] for details. These quantities are inclusive with
respect to the phase space and are determined by com-
paring the number of measured events with the Standard
Model prediction after subtracting the background for a
given process. While this strategy is a reasonable proce-
dure to obtain limits with relatively small statistics and
large systematic uncertainties, a larger parameter space
will become accessible during run 2, and a more fine-
grained picture of constraints on interactions beyond the
SM (BSM) can be formulated at higher LHC luminosity
and energy.
In the absence of new resonant effects, a common ap-
proach to parametrise new physics interactions is to em-
ploy effective theory methods [5–8]. Imposing simplifying
assumptions, such as e.g. the absence of non-trivial BSM
flavour structures, one obtains a basis of 59 independent
operators that express our lack of knowledge of the un-
derlying new physics model at a high scale [7].
New physics at energy scales larger than the elec-
troweak scale will typically show up as modifications
of differential distributions at high transverse momenta.
While an increased cross section can be observable in in-
clusive “σ×BR physics”, a proper investigation of differ-
ential distributions is not only far more adequate to this
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particular physics question, but will also provide signifi-
cantly more insight into the nature of BSM physics if a
significant excess over the SM will be observed eventually.
A clear advantage of abandoning the κ prescription of
Eq. (1) in favour of an effective field theory approach
with a general set of Higgs interaction operators is that
information from differential distributions does have a
theoretically meaningful interpretation. The presence of
dimension 6 operators will not only alter the total rate,
but also the shape of measured distributions and new
physics searches (in the absence of new kinematically ac-
cessible resonances) can be studied in a fairly model in-
dependent way.
However, there are a few caveats. Using differential
distributions can also mean a challenge for the effective
theory approach. Effective theory, being an expansion
in a new physics interaction scale ΛNP, is strictly speak-
ing only valid when typical interaction scales are distinc-
tively separated, i.e. when we have ΛNP ≫ Λinteraction
for all relevant scales of the considered process. A well-
known example for this is flavour physics, where effec-
tive field theories have always been an important tool.
When studying rare decays, the weak interaction scale
ΛNP = mW is clearly separated from the scale at which
B-Mesons decay Λinteraction = mb, which acts as the char-
acteristic measurement scale. Corrections to the effec-
tive theory description are parametrically suppressed by
O(m2b/m2W ) ∼ 0.3%. Therefore, applying effective field
theory methods provides a well-motivated and theoreti-
cally well-controlled approximation.
At collider experiments in general, but at hadron col-
liders in particular, it is challenging to infer the scale
at which the effective operators are probed from the ob-
served final state objects when we want to formulate a
limit on the presence of new physics: Different events will
always probe the theory prediction at different scales µ.
For example, in mono-Higgs production where the Higgs
recoils against a hard jet, the transverse momentum of
2the jet is a relevant scale at which the effective operator
Hˆ†HˆGˆµνGˆµν/Λ
2
NP is probed.
On the one hand, a naive constraint on CO(v
2/Λ2NP)
can always be understood as a limit obtained with Λ ≪
ΛNP with an appropriate redefinition of the Wilson co-
efficient’s size and we even might be tempted to lower
ΛNP to an energy range of a few TeV that is resolved by
the LHC for an educated guess of the Wilson coefficient.∗
The reliability and robustness of such a limit is at least
questionable as a naive analysis of a Wilson coefficient
is performed completely independent of the matching or
cut-off scale, which must not be kinematically resolved
for the EFT expansion to hold in the first place.
On the other hand, if the effective Lagrangian is de-
fined at a fixed scale ΛNP outside the LHC reach or the
observable’s energy coverage†, or at least at the maxi-
mum energy probed in a new physics experiment with
negative outcome, they mix when evolved from one scale
to another as a consequence of electroweak and QCD
interactions [10–12]. As a result, different phase space
regions do probe different operator combinations. Thus,
to infer well-defined constraints from exclusive distribu-
tions, the operators probed at different energy scales for
different events or bins have to be evolved to a fixed pre-
defined scale to allow a direct interpretation.
The impact of operator running is parametrically
O (giγi log [ΛNP/Λmeas]), with coupling gi and the
anomalous dimension γi of the operator Oˆi, the new
physics scale ΛNP and the measurement scale Λmeas. For
B-decay observables with ΛNP ≃ mW and Λmeas ≃ mb,
the resummation of these large logarithms can provide an
important theoretical improvement for the interpretation
of the measurement. A priori, when studying Higgs bo-
son properties and assuming no New Physics particles
up to several TeV, the hierarchy of electroweak and New
Physics scale (e.g. ΛNP ≃ 2 TeV) can be of similar or-
der. Hence a resummation of these large logarithms can
be crucial for a detailed understanding of the impact of
Higgs-boson measurements on New Physics models.
In this paper, we study the impact of operator running
and mixing on coupling measurements using differential
distributions. We focus on three illustrative examples
ranging from multi-jet to Higgs physics. To our knowl-
edge these effects have not been discussed in a fully differ-
ential fashion at the LHC in the context of effective field
theory measurements. We also provide a first step to-
wards a general prescription of how measurements based
on differential distributions can be used to constrain an
effective Lagrangian, and how to give those constraints
an interpretation in terms of a UV scale model, includ-
∗This procedure has typically been applied in searches for Dark Mat-
ter at the LHC and has been left without criticism for quite some
time [9].
†This situation is similar to electroweak fits after LEP2, which as-
sumed a Higgs mass at the kinematic endpoint of mH ≃ 114 GeV.
ing higher-order corrections in a well-defined and prac-
tical way. As we will see, due to the momentum depen-
dence of many of the higher-dimensional operators and
their impact being most relevant when probed at large
invariant masses, i.e. Λmeas ≃
√
sˆ, the characteristic log-
arithms log(ΛNP/
√
sˆ), depending on the assumed new
physics scale ΛNP, are fairly small and the contributions
of operator running is of <∼ 10%.
To make this work self-contained we review the (flavour
physics) language relevant to this problem in Sec. II be-
fore we apply it to di-jet final states at the LHC. In
Secs. VA and VB we discuss the impact on Higgs phe-
nomenology in H+jet and HZ production before we give
our conclusions in Sec. VI.
II. EFFECTIVE FIELD THEORY APPROACH:
A QUICK REVIEW
In general an effective Hamiltonian in Operator Prod-
uct Expansion is given by
Hˆeff =
∑
i
Ci(µ)Oˆi(µ) , (2)
where Oˆi are the operators defined at the factorisation
scale µ and Ci are the so-called Wilson coefficients. Note
that as a consequence of factorisation, both the Wilson
coefficient as well as the operators are scale-dependent.
This dependence cancels for Hˆeff. Eq. (2) separates the
physics into a long-range behaviour of matrix elements
〈Oˆ(µ)〉 and short-range behaviour of Wilson coefficients
Ci(µ) relative to the factorisation scale µ. The igno-
rance of physics with respect to this arbitrary separation
at this stage leads to renormalisation group equations
(RGEs). If we focus on a particular model, the coeffi-
cients of Eq. (2) can be obtained by a matching calcula-
tion. Only assuming SM particle content and gauge sym-
metries, the lowest order effective operator extension con-
sists of dimension 6 operators documented in Ref. [7]. Re-
lying on this language, we are fairly unprejudiced about
the particular UV dynamics at a new physics scale ΛNP
(a well-motivated guess on the Wilson coefficients’ hier-
archies are possible when we consider composite Higgs
scenarios [8]).
Approximating general amplitudes and eventually ex-
clusive cross sections in terms of effective operators is
only valid if the new physics scale ΛNP, the scale of the
masses of the heavy degrees of freedom of the full theory,
is much larger than the scale at which the effective oper-
ator is probed (see [13–16] for a discussion in the context
of Higgs physics).
For example, in the Standard Model process cs¯ → ud¯
the leading-order amplitude is given by (we suppress the
3CKM matrix elements for convenience)
M = iGF√
2
M2W
sˆ−M2W
(s¯aca)V−A(u¯bdb)V−A
= −iGF√
2
(s¯aca)V−A(u¯bdb)V−A +O
(
sˆ
M2W
)
, (3)
assuming a diagonal CKM matrix and (V − A) re-
ferring to the Lorentz structure γµ(1 − γ5) (we have
made the color indices a and b of the spinors explicit).
While the expansion using an effective operator Oˆ2 =
(ˆ¯sacˆa)V−A(ˆ¯ubdˆb)V−A preserves the Lorentz structure of
the interaction, the kinematics due to the exchange of a
W boson is omitted, which is only valid if the partonic
centre of mass energy sˆ = (ps¯ + pc)
2 ≪M2W .
It is worth noting that higher-order corrections can in-
crease the numbers of operators necessary to describe a
process. Including higher order corrections to the am-
plitude in Eq. (3), i.e. gluon exchange between different
quark legs, two linearly independent operators, indicat-
ing a different color flow, will contribute to the ampli-
tude. After performing a matching calculation between
the effective and full theory, we can express the ampli-
tude in leading-log approximation using effective opera-
tors as [17]
iM = C1〈Oˆ1〉+ C2〈Oˆ2〉 (4)
with renormalised‡ matrix elements 〈Oˆi〉
√
2
GF
〈Oˆ1〉 =
(
1 + 2CF
αs
4pi
log
µ2
sˆ
)
S1
+
αs
4pi
log
µ2
sˆ
S1 − 3αs
4pi
log
µ2
sˆ
S2,
√
2
GF
〈Oˆ2〉 =
(
1 + 2CF
αs
4pi
log
µ2
sˆ
)
S2
+
αs
4pi
log
µ2
sˆ
S2 − 3αs
4pi
log
µ2
sˆ
S1, (5)
and
S1 = (s¯acb)V−A(u¯bda)V−A ,
S2 = (s¯aca)V−A(u¯bdb)V−A , (6)
where CF , CA are the casimirs of the fundamental and
adjoint representations respectively. The Wilson coeffi-
cients C1 and C2, as a result of the matching calculation,
are given by [17]
C1 = −3αs
4pi
log
M2W
µ2
C2 = 1 +
αs
4pi
log
M2W
µ2
. (7)
‡For a discussion of the renormalisation scheme dependence of Wil-
son coefficients see [17].
As the operators in this process have mass dimension
6, the couplings have the form Ci〈Oˆi〉/Λ2NP ∼ g2i /M2W ,
i.e. they represent ratios between dimensionless cou-
plings and the validity scale of the effective theory. The
unphysical factorisation scale µ in Eqs. (5) and (7) con-
stitutes a formal separation between long and short dis-
tance physics, i.e. the matrix element 〈Oˆi〉 and the Wil-
son coefficient Ci. It becomes obvious that, depending
on the ratio of the two scales sˆ and M2W and the choice
of µ, large logarithms of the form αs(µ) log(M
2
W /µ
2) can
appear which degrade the reliability of the fixed-order
calculation.
To enhance the reliability of the perturbative series one
typically reverts to RG-improved calculations that par-
tially resum these logarithms to a given formal logarith-
mic and perturbative accuracy. This yields an improved
formulation of physics at energies significantly lower than
the new physics scale Λ =MW , for example the scale
√
sˆ
at which the measurement is performed.
As we perform a calculation in EFT with higher dimen-
sional bare interactions∼ C(0)i Oˆi(ˆ¯u(0)dˆ(0) ˆ¯s(0)cˆ(0)) there is
an additional multiplicative renormalisation of the Wil-
son coefficients necessary to arrive at the above result;
just like all couplings of the renormalisable part of the
Lagrangian we can think of the Wilson coefficients as
coupling constants that can be renormalised in a straight-
forward fashion (we will discuss explicit examples fur-
ther below).§ This renormalisation implies the mentioned
RGE for the Wilson coefficients
dCi
d logµ
= γijCj , (8)
where the anomalous dimension matrix γij is typically
non-diagonal, hence leading to scale-dependent operator
mixing under the RG flow. The RGEs resum potentially
large logarithms that arise from evolving the operator
from where we define the EFT to the scale at which we
probe it. Thus, the evolution is entirely encoded in γij
and the Wilson coefficients at different scales
√
sˆ, follow-
ing from the solution of Eq. (8) is given to leading log
approximation by
Ci(
√
sˆ) ≃
(
δij + γij(
√
sˆ) log
√
sˆ
µ
)
Cj(µ) . (9)
The anomalous dimension is related to the multiplica-
tive (counter term) renormalisation of the bare couplings
C(0) = ZCC = (1 + δC)C.
γ = − lim
ε→0
d logZC
d logµ
(10)
§The anomalous dimension for e.g. the strong coupling gs is the β
function divided by gs due to a choice of conventions.
4in dimensional regularization with D = 4 − 2ε. At the
one loop level we can replace ZC by the counter term δC
for the Wilson coefficient.
For the discussed case of Eqs (3)-(7) the anomalous
dimension matrix reads
γ =
1
16pi2
[−2g2s 6g2s
6g2s −2g2s
]
. (11)
It can be diagonalised in a straightforward fashion, yield-
ing a decoupled set of RGEs for the linear combination
of Wilson coefficients C± = C2 ± C1.
III. CONSTRAINING NEW PHYSICS BY
MEASURING WILSON COEFFICIENTS
In flavour physics, where this conceptual apparatus has
been put to good use for the last decades [18], the lower
characteristic scale usually corresponds to the mass of the
decaying quark of the hadron whose properties are to be
studied, e.g. sˆ = m2b . In contrast to that, at the LHC
fixing the lower (IR) scale, e.g. sˆ = m2H , is not possible in
all analyses. The range of sˆ probed at the LHC, even for
a single observable, can be large and extend easily to the
multi-TeV regime as encountered in e.g. Higgs+jet phe-
nomenology [19, 20]. Therefore, due to operator running
and mixing, each event probes a different combination of
operators at sˆ. These measurements or constraints have
to be related to the operators defined at the new physics
scale ΛNP to allow a consistent formulation of a combined
constraint on a new physics model defined at this scale.
Being able to constrain or discover new physics contri-
butions in differential distributions, i.e. measurements
beyond total rates, is a particularly intriguing feature of
the LHC with its large centre of mass energy and its
increasing amount of integrated luminosity. During the
upcoming runs at 13-14 TeV we can expect the focus
of BSM searches to quickly move towards constraining
EFTs with the help of differential distributions.
To ease the discussion of the examples of Secs. IV-VB
we give here a prescription of how to obtain constraints
on new physics models in terms of effective theories at
particle colliders, taking higher-order corrections and op-
erator running into account:
The first step is of course to perform a measurement of
the differential distributions relevant for the operators
and processes at hand, e.g. mjj ,∆φjj , pT,l, yb. An apt
choice of the observable is crucial for the sensitivity of
the analysis.
To constrain new physics models from the measured ob-
servables we add higher-dimensional operators, e.g.
Ldim6, to the Lagrangian defined at a new physics scale
ΛNP. Differential distributions based on a calculation
with the full L = Ldim4 + Ldim6 can now be compared
to the measured differential distributions.
Obtaining and interpreting constraints on Wilson coeffi-
cients can be subtle:
(1) When calculating the theory prediction of the dif-
ferential distribution we have to make sure that kine-
matic regions are avoided where the effective theory
becomes invalid, i.e. we have to ensure that the ef-
fective operators are probed at energies below ΛNP
always. This can be achieved by studying the corre-
lation of the measured distribution with the invariant
mass m2inv = (
∑
j pj)
2 of the external incoming or
outgoing particles/fields present in the involved oper-
ator Oˆi. We therefore suggest to recordminv for every
event studied, admittedly a task of varying complex-
ity depending on the final state and the operators of
interest. The maximum value of all recorded invari-
ant masses mmaxinv sets the lower cut-off for ΛNP (the
red horizontal line in Fig. 1), i.e. the lowest pos-
sible scale where the effective theory is well-defined.
Depending on the size of the Wilson coefficient, the
obtained limit can still be unphysical if unitarity is
violated at scales lower than ΛNP, which is an addi-
tional constraint that needs to be imposed [14]; this
fact is reflected in Fig. 1 by a potentially smeared out
region of where ΛNP needs to be defined.
(2) After having fixed the upper scale where the effec-
tive theory is defined, it is worth noting that, because
minv is different for each event, each measured (or
binned) event probes a different combination of op-
erators. Thus, for each measured event one has to
relate the combination of operators at the measure-
ment scale with the set of operators at ΛNP by solving
Eq. (8).
(3) After constraining the Wilson coefficients of an ef-
fective Lagrangian according to steps 1 and 2, it is now
possible to give an interpretation of the measurement
in terms of new physics interactions. As the Wilson
coefficients are always a combination of dimensionless
couplings and powers of the new physics scale ΛNP,
e.g. for a dimension 6 operator Ci〈Oˆi〉 ∼ g2NP/Λ2NP,
the constraint in the parameter space corresponds to
a diagonal in the gNP-ΛNP plane, see Fig 1. In other
words, if the new physics scale is low, small couplings
can be excluded by the measurement, thereby cutting
deep into the parameter space of extensions of the
Standard Model.
Eventually, four sectors in the gNP-ΛNP plane can be
identified, separated by the measured constraint on the
Wilson coefficient (black line) and the threshold of the
validity range of the effective theory (red line) in Fig. 1.
Both lines are inferred directly from the measurement.
The first sector in the upper left corner (blue shaded
area) indicates that the measurement can rule-out small
couplings, however this parameter choice is outside the
validity range of the effective theory description, as is
the yellow-shaded area (we could imagine a New Physics
model with a resonance with smaller mass than ΛNP to be
in the BSM spectrum). The two sectors on the right from
the red line are within the validity range of the effective
theory but only large couplings can be ruled out (green-
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FIG. 1: New Physics interpretation of constraint on new op-
erators C(ΛNP)〈OˆNP〉 ∼ (gNP/ΛNP)2 (black line). The red
vertical line indicates the validity cut-off of the effective the-
ory. Only the parameter space captured the by green-shaded
area is constrained using the effective theory approach.
shaded area). A large part of the parameter space is not
constrained by the measurement (white-shaded area).
We note that our ignorance of physics at scales higher
than the kinematic LHC cut-off for a given integrated
luminosity needs to be strict in this picture. If we spec-
ify a model whose spectrum is resolved we can always
define an effective theory at scales lower than the low-
est new particle mass, but if this mass scale is resolved
by the LHC, the only theoretically correct way to con-
strain models is to include the full model dependence on
the propagating degrees of freedom. While the numer-
ical effects can be small depending on the model, their
full inclusion is well possible given the state-of-the-art of
current Monte Carlo event generators.
IV. DIJETS AND CONTACT INTERACTIONS
AT THE LHC
Let us come back to the contact interaction model in-
troduced in Sec. II. To make our discussion transparent,
we use these results for all contributing quark flavour-
changing partonic subprocesses (and neglect the factor
GF /
√
2 in the operator definitions). We define the new
physics scale and the resulting EFT at (i) ΛNP = 14 TeV,
outside the kinematic LHC coverage of the run 2 start-
up energy
√
s = 13 TeV and (ii) at the maximum energy
of a low statistics phase during run 2 following Sec. III
in a toy MC analysis. To take into account the opera-
tor mixing and to reflect the energy dependence of the
Wilson coefficients when probed at different centre-of-
mass energies
√
sˆ, we can solve the RGE resulting from
Eqs. (8) and (11) and evaluate the effective Lagrangian at
a specific energy scale on an event-by-event basis. Setting
the correct scale at which we evaluate {Ci(µ)} involves
some freedom, similar to choosing an appropriate scale,
at which we evaluate the running of αs in SM-like sim-
ulations of hadron collider processes. In this particular
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FIG. 2: Transverse momentum distribution of dijet events at
the LHC with
√
s = 13 TeV. We show the SM and two scenar-
ios including the effective operators of Sec. II. Scenario 1 (2)
refers to a choice of the Wilson coefficient of C1 = C2 = 10.
“fixed” refers to the non-RGE improved distributions and
“RGE” refers to distributions obtained by fixing the effective
Lagrangian at Λ = 14 TeV and using the RGEs to consis-
tently resum QCD effects to the measurement scale
√
sˆ. The
ratio panel gives the differential impact of including the RGE
running, displaying the ratio of “fixed” and “RGE”.
case we choose µ =
√
sˆ, which is also chosen to be the
relevant scale for parton densities and the running of the
strong coupling.
In Fig. 2 we display the differential impact of taking
into account the RGE-improved separation of ΛNP =
14 TeV from the scale at which the effective Lagrangian
is probed as a function of the jets’ transverse momentum
pT,j .
¶
Generally the absolute effects dominated over the RGE
improved event simulation as becomes obvious from the
logarithmic plot in Fig. 2. The induced relative difference
turns out to be of order O(10%) in this particular exam-
ple. Depending on the size of the data sample and the
systematic uncertainty this could in principle be the level
at which the LHC will be able to probe jet distributions
at large luminosities during run 2.
Obviously, for our choice of ΛNP, the impact of RGE
¶These results have been obtained with a modified version of MadE-
vent/MadGraph v5 [22], inputting a Ufo [23] model file generated
with FeynRules [24]. We select jets in |ηj | ≤ 2.5 using the Monte
Carlo’s default settings. The toy model could be thought of in
terms of an already constrained very massive W ′ boson. We have
checked that an analogous Z′ model leads to similar results.
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FIG. 3: Result of the limit setting analysis as detailed in the text. Excluded regions are indicated by boxes (not including RGE
running) and crosses (including the RGE evolution to a common scale set by the maximum scale probed in a toy Monte Carlo
analysis of a sample of L = 1/fb, ΛNP ≃ 8 TeV (a) and outside the run 2 energy coverage ΛNP = 14 TeV (b)). To allow for
direct a comparison we rescale the Wilson coefficients by [14 TeV/maxminv]
2 for (a).
effects are not very large and will not account for the
dominant uncertainties on non-standard interactions at
the beginning of run 2 (see Refs. [25, 26] for a discus-
sion of systematic uncertainties of jet measurements at
the LHC). Given the 10% relative impact of a theoreti-
cally clean separation of new physics and measurement
scale as demonstrated in Fig. 2, we can turn the argu-
ment around to validate the practitioner’s approach of
setting limits on the presence of the new operators with-
out taking into account the running of RGEs, since their
numerical impact is not too large.
The latter point is demonstrated in Fig. 3. There we
show a scan of the jet pT distribution in a toy analysis
to set constraints for new physics effects. Neglecting in-
tricate and sophisticated experimental techniques to set
limits we consider a parameter point in the (C1, C2) as
constrained when a bin in the differential distribution
depart from the SM hypothesis by 3σ at L = 1/fb. We
thereby constrain the “fixed” distribution of Fig. 2 at
a certain scale µ; this yields the yellow box exclusion
contour as indicated in Fig. 3. The overlayed contour in-
dicated by the crosses shows how the former contour will
be modified if we solve the RGEs upon inputting the dif-
ferential measurement. While the overall modifications
can be quite significant, the relative shape between the
two choices of ΛNP is small. Since dijet production has
a large cross section we start to explore the tail of the
distribution very early on during run 2.
V. APPLICATIONS TO HIGGS
PHENOMENOLOGY
A. Impact of operator running: Higgs+jet searches
As a first application to Higgs physics and to get an
idea of the typical size of the RGE effects for Higgs phe-
nomenology, we discuss the impact of operator running
on Higgs+jet production [19, 20]. Higgs+jet production
is highly relevant for H → invisible [27] and the mea-
surement of Higgs couplings in the SM and beyond [20].
While the former scenarios involve new degrees of free-
dom at low energy scales, it can be expected that “gen-
uine” modifications of Higgs physics result from new dy-
namics at scales much higher than the electroweak scale.
In fact, if we interpret the Higgs boson as a pseudo
Nambu-Goldstone boson following [8], the new physics
scale can easily be pushed to the multi-TeV regime or
even beyond the kinematic LHC coverage if we admit
some degree of fine-tuning. Strong interactions-induced
deviations from the SM Higgs phenomenology will be as-
sociated with new resonant phenomena at the compos-
iteness scale in these scenarios. In the following we will
again assume that those states are outside the direct sen-
sitivity range of the LHC by defining ΛNP = 14 TeV.
The pp→ H + jet cross section receives modifications
from a modified Yukawa and effective ggH sector [19, 20].
To keep our discussion transparent at this stage we only
focus on the latter operator in the following (i.e. we
choose like Yukawa interaction mt = ytv/
√
2); to lead-
ing logarithmic approximation the two effective operator
contributions are decoupled and the effective ggH sector
OˆG =
g2s
2Λ2NP
Hˆ†HˆGˆaµνGˆ
aµν (12)
gives rise to a form-invariant class of new interactions un-
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FIG. 4: Transverse momentum of Higgs bosons produced in
pp → H + jet production for two choices of the Wilson co-
efficients and ΛNP = 14 TeV as detailed in the text. The
lower panel shows the differential impact of the RGE running
analogous to Fig. 2.
der RGEs (we will study the impact of running-induced
operator mixing for the more interesting case of associ-
ated Higgs production in the subsequent section).
The anomalous dimension has been presented in [10]
γG =
1
16pi2
(
−3
2
g′2 − 9
2
g2 + 12λ+ 6y2t
)
, (13)
where the authors have used the background field method
(note that we assume a dominant top quark contribution
to the Higgs wave function renormalisation in the fol-
lowing). λ denotes the Higgs self-coupling V (H†H) ⊃
λ(H†H)2.
We have validated this result against an independent
calculation in general Rξ gauge [29] using the Feyn-
Rules [24] and FeynArts/FormCalc [28] packages.
Note that due to the combination of couplings and gluon
field strength tensors in Eq. (12), the anomalous dimen-
sion has no dependence on the strong coupling. This
is obvious in the background field method [10] but non-
trivial in Rξ gauge. To obtain the result of Eq. (13) we
perform a MS renormalisation of the Higgs- and gluon
wave functions, as well as of the strong coupling gs.
Analogous to our discussion in Sec. IV we show the
impact of the running for two scenarios that correspond
to two choices of Wilson coefficients
scenario 1: Cg = 10 , (14)
scenario 2: Cg = 100 , (15)
for ΛNP = 14 TeV, and comparing the differential impact
of the operator running in Fig. 4.‖ As it becomes obvious
from Fig. 4 the RGE effects for H+jet production are at
the 1% level and therefore completely negligible in light
of expected theoretical uncertainties in this channel [31].
Hence, the standard limit setting approach is sufficiently
adequate.
B. Impact of Operator Running and Mixing: Higgs
Associated Production
The importance of operator running and mixing in sep-
arating IR effects at the electroweak scale from funda-
mental physics at a scale ΛNP has been discussed in the
context of the Higgs branching ratio to photons and elec-
troweak precision observables in [10, 12].
A process that turns out to be seminal for the dimen-
sion 6 analysis of the Higgs sector is associated produc-
tion pp → HZ [13, 14, 33, 34]. Associated production
has a relatively large cross section and it will typically
be observed at high momentum transfers in boosted final
states [32], where we can expect new operator contribu-
tions to be well-pronounced. This fact allows to access a
plethora of new physics scenarios in a direct or indirect
scen 2
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FIG. 5: Transverse momentum distribution of the Higgs bo-
son in the high pT regime relevant to boosted analyses [32] in-
cluding a toy Monte Carlo data sample (for details see text).
We show two scenarios referring to different choices of the
Wilson coefficients that are mixed under the RGE flow.
‖We use a purpose-built implementation of pp → H + jet based on
the vbfnlo [30] framework that includes the full numerical solution
of the RGE running resulting from Eq. (13). All relevant scales are
chosen to be µ = pT,H +mH .
8way [34].
For the sake of clarity we limit ourselves to quark-
induced production and the closed set of operators under
RGEs [10, 11]
OˆW =
g2
2Λ2NP
Hˆ†HˆWˆ aµνWˆ
aµν , (16)
OˆB =
g′2
2Λ2NP
Hˆ†HˆBˆµνBˆ
µν , (17)
OˆWB =
gg′
Λ2NP
Hˆ†taHˆWˆ aµνBˆ
µν , (18)
where ta = σa/2 are the generators of SU(2)L, Wˆ
a
µν , Bˆµν
are the weak and hypercharge field strength tensor oper-
ators, respectively, with couplings g and g′.
The operators OˆW and OˆB renormalise the W
a and B
field strengths, and OˆWB measures the departure from
tree-level custodial isospin (the ρ parameter) m2W /m
2
Z =
cos2 θw+O(v4/Λ2NP). Hence, we can imagine valid mod-
els at intermediate scales, such as composite pseudo
Nambu-Goldstone boson interpretations of the Higgs bo-
son, to incorporate a hierarchy among the Wilson coeffi-
cients as discussed in e.g. Ref. [8].
Again, the anomalous dimension matrix was computed
in Ref. [10]
γWB =
1
16pi2

 12g′2 − 92g2 + 12λ+ 6y2t 0 3g20 − 32g′2 − 52g2 + 12λ+ 6y2t g′2
2g′2 2g2 − 12g′2 + 92g2 + 4λ+ 6y2t

 , (19)
where we again assume top-yukawa dominance and λ is
the Higgs self-coupling V (H†H) ⊃ λ(H†H)2. Again,
we have validated this result against an independent cal-
culation in general Rξ gauge analogous to Sec. VA. In
Rξ gauge cancellations between the coupling and field
strength renormalisation constants are non-trivial in the
OˆW and OˆWB cases to yield the gauge-independent re-
sult of Eq. (19).
We study the impact of the RGE running for two sce-
narios fixing ΛNP = 14 TeV,
scenario 1: CW , CB = 0.25
v2
Λ2NP
, CWB = CW,B/(8pi
2) ,
(20)
scenario 2: CW , CB ≃ 0.50 v
2
Λ2NP
, CWB = CW,B/(8pi
2) .
(21)
which reflects a UV hierarchy to provide and acceptable
ρ parameter following [8].
The results are shown in Fig. 5.∗∗ Again the impact of
RGE running can be of the order of <∼ 10% in the boosted
cut threshold regime where this process can be isolated
from the background [32] and be used to constrain new
interactions [34]. There is a mild dependence of the RGE
corrections on the size of the input Wilson coefficient and
due to the particular slope that results from Eq. (13)
the deviations become relevant at low scales where we
can expect the statistical und systematic uncertainties
∗∗We use a modified version of [30] that includes the full numerical
solution of the relevant RGEs. All scales are chosen µ =
√
sˆ.
to become small compared to the pT distribution’s tail
eventually. The ratio quickly converges to one for scales
probing O(TeV) scales. Therefore, for large luminosities,
the separation effects of µ≪ ΛNP might be relevant when
we will try to pin down Higgs coupling properties at the
10% level.
C. Interplay between Measurement and
Interpretation in Higgs Associated Production
We will use the example of associated production to
follow the description of Sec. III more closely. We inves-
tigate the impact on the expected limits numerically with
the aim to establish a connection between measurement,
RGE running and the interpretation of the measurement
of in terms of a UV theory.
The first step is to perform a measurement with a given
data set, that determines a maximally resolved scale that
probes the operators in the limit setting exercise. We do
this by generating an unweighted SM event sample of a
given luminosity which allows to determine the maximum
minv by reconstructing the final state. As we have dis-
cussed in Sec. III, Ci〈Oˆi〉 ∼ g2i /Λ2NP, and by identifying
Λ ≃ mmaxinv we assume that the new resonances of the UV
theory are not yet probed with this data set††. At the
same time, however, we can answer the question of what
is the smallest coupling of the UV theory that we can con-
strain or exclude in the light of the measurement (if we
††Obviously this is the most conservative choice, and can be replaced
by a statistically well-phrased criterion.
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FIG. 6: (a) Scatter plot indicating the exclusion contours for (CW , CB , CWB = 0) from pp→ HZ as detailed in the text. We
choose ΛNP ≃ 2.4 TeV, which is the maximum energy scale probed in a toy MC experiment with statistics of L ≃ 1500/fb
(only taking into account branching ratios Z → e+e−, µ+µ− and H → bb¯) following Sec. III. (b) Same as (a) but choosing
ΛNP ≃ 14 TeV, strictly outside the LHC 13 TeV coverage. To allow for direct a comparison we rescale the Wilson coefficients
by [14 TeV/maxminv]
2 for (a).
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FIG. 7: Induced (CW , CWB) contour at the scale ΛNP that
results operator mixing of the scan shown in Fig. 6(b).
deal with a well-defined UV model we can alternatively
rephrase this in terms of a lower bound on the involved
mass scales). This is usually a question of interest: How
far into the parameter space of the UV theory can we cut
with this measurement while being conservative from a
new physics perspective.
If the sensitivity is entirely driven by measuring the
high pT phase space region, the impact of operator mix-
ing and running becomes negligible. In binned log-
likelihood hypothesis tests, a significant amount of sensi-
tivity, however, also stems from lower pT regions that are
under better systematic and statistic control (we show a
toy MC data sample in Fig. 5 for comparison).
Obviously, if we choose a cut-off of 14 TeV the impact
is more pronounced. In most examples we chose 14 TeV,
but we stress that this is a random choice at this stage,
which is solely motivated by having an ad hoc EFT va-
lidity over the entire LHC run 2 energy range.
We compare ΛNP = 14 TeV with ΛNP = m
max
inv ≃
2.8 TeV in Fig. 7 (for details see the caption). Since
we only probe a single observable at this stage we have
to make an assumption to reduce the numbers of param-
eters. We proceed as outlined in the preceding section to
perform a measurement of (CW (µ)), CB(µ)) subject to
the boundary condition CWB(µ) = 0. Note that this is
merely a choice to obtain an acceptable ρ parameter at
this stage and CWB can be constrained from other com-
plementary measurements [35] (strictly speaking, the Z
mass needs to be input as a boundary condition to the
RGE running).
The difference between choosing ΛNP outside the LHC
coverage and as the maximum available energy is of
course that the larger the ratio of pT /ΛNP becomes, the
more important the deviation from the standard analysis
that does not include the RGE running becomes.
Even though CWB = 0 is a boundary condition at
the measurement scale, operator running still induces
CWB 6= 0 at the UV scale. To give an estimate of numer-
ical size, we show the induced exclusion contour in the
(CW , CWB) plane for the ΛNP = 14 TeV in Fig. 7.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Coupling measurements at the 10% level can be ob-
tained during the LHC run 2 [36]. This is the level of sys-
tematic uncertainty that can be expected from weak and
strong operator running and mixing effects in the dimen-
sion 6 extension of the SM sector and other new physics
scenarios as we have discussed using three instructive ex-
amples. Those particular examples comprehensively dis-
cuss the impact of QCD and electroweak operator mix-
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ing and running, especially for a class of phenomenolog-
ically highly relevant operators in the Higgs sector. As
such they stand representative for other (possibly more
complex) processes where we expect our findings to hold
qualitatively as well. If the RGE-induced effects become
of the order of the expected sensitivity, the resummation
effects are relevant in reaching a consistent interpreta-
tion of new physics searches. We stress that there might
well be additional sources of corrections of that size from
additional one-loop effects.
A measurement of differential distributions constrains
effective Lagrangians at different energy scales. These
measurements can be consistently combined by using
RGEs to evolve results to a well-defined and separated
energy scale. We have outlined such a programme in
Sec. III.
For the discussed examples the impact of RGE running
are of the order of <∼ 10%. If systematic uncertainties in
specific channels turn out to be larger than this figure,
our analysis demonstrates that the standard measure-
ment approach that does not include any RGE running
is perfectly adequate.
In case of systematic uncertainties being under suffi-
cient control, we encourage the experiments to not only
provide a numerical limit on Wilson coefficients as a re-
sult of their measurements, but in addition the distribu-
tion of a characteristic energy scale at which the oper-
ators have been probed as a consequence of our analy-
sis. To give the measured constraint on the Wilson co-
efficients an interpretation in terms of a full UV theory
requires to evolve the relevant coefficients to the theory-
intrinsic cut-off scale. However, precisely this evolution
depends on the shape of the differential distribution of
the energy scale at which the operators have been probed
during the measurement.
Our investigation was specific to the LHC run 2 where
a vast range of energy scales will be probed in a fully
differential fashion at high luminosity, but generalises
straightforwardly to a future 100 TeV concept where the
discussed phase space effects can be much larger, or a fu-
ture linear collider where measurements at the percent-
level will be possible.
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